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The basis for the new Ebook Tops Prime Original Series!From the author of the imaginative

and “awe-inspiring” (New York Journal of Books) narrative art book The Electric State comes

the haunting sequel to his remarkable Tales from the Loop.Welcome back to the Loop.In 1954,

the Swedish government ordered the construction of the world’s largest particle accelerator in

the pastoral countryside of Mälaröarna. The local population called this marvel of technology

The Loop and celebrated its completion. But Mälaröarna and the world would never be the

same.Infused with strange machines and unfathomable creatures, Things from the Flood is

transcendent look at technology that will stay with you long after you turn the final page.



Thank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our

mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and more from

Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already a subscriber?

Provide your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what you like to

read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.Dark pictures on the water, they

have been hung away.Like toys from our childhood that have grown to giants and accuse usof

what we never became.Tomas Tranströmer, SYROSSweden was leaving the era of big

government projects. The decaying facilities and machines had been taken over by new

developers who welded doors shut and wrapped machines in plastic, and who wanted to

exploit the land for new uses. Radio towers rose above the woods behind the houses and, in

the glades, humming new data centers melted ice and snow. Satellite dishes grew from the

house walls and unfamiliar electrical sockets appeared inside. The children of the community

gathered in front of home computers or TV sets (which suddenly showed cartoons at

noon).Somewhere out there beyond the cordons, beyond the fields and marshes, abandoned

machines roamed like stray dogs. They wandered about impatiently, restless in the new wind

sweeping through the country. They smelled something in the air, something

unfamiliar.Perhaps, if we had listened closely, we would also have heard it. We may have heard

the sound rising from the forgotten and sealed caverns in the depths: the muffled pounding

from something trying to get out.PREFACEMy previous book, Tales from the Loop, told the tale

of what it was like growing up in the land of the Loop at the end of the Riksenergi era. The

book covered the years from the early ’80s until the decommissioning of the Loop in the fall of

1994, when Riksenergi was replaced with the privately owned Krafta corporation. But the story

of the Loop did not end there. As I was working on the previous book, I already knew that the

years from 1995 to 1999, and the strange events that followed the decommissioning of the

Loop, would require a volume of their own.Much has been written about the Mälarö leak and

the subsequent Krafta scandal. During the last three years of the last millennium, it was a daily

feature in the newspapers. My goal with this book is not to explain the events or contribute to

the speculations and conspiracy theories that have surfaced throughout the years. Instead, just

like in Tales from the Loop, I wish to describe my own memories of growing up on the outskirts

of these events.This book chronicles events that took place in the late 1990s. Since then, a

number of revolutionary changes have come to pass that the history books clearly define as

marking the end of one epoch and the beginning of another. The most dramatic was the

sudden pole shift in the winter of 2001, which immediately crippled the magnetrine trade routes

of the entire northern hemisphere and created the world-spanning ship graveyard known today

as the Death Belt. The Mälarö leak and the subsequent dismantling of the Loop are, at least as

far as Sweden’s history is concerned, other such events that clearly mark the end of an era.In

everyday life, our surroundings only shifted slowly and subtly, such as altered designs of door

handles and alarm switches, a soft color change in the glow of streetlights and lightbulbs, or a

new font on the signs in the subway; likewise, bathrooms have been renovated, floorboards

have been torn up, and kitchen cabinets have been repainted. Each is a minor change, but

often, when looking back at them all together, they are as glaringly obvious as a sudden

industrial collapse.Change is the dynamo that slowly but inevitably drives our society forward,

while past days are clouded more and more in mystery and myth. The dynamo only spins one

way—there are no return tickets to the land disappearing in the mists behind us. The only

passage between our world and the past lies buried deep in our own subconscious,



somewhere in the blurred borderlands between our imagination and our memories, and that is

where I hope to bring you now.Darkness is falling outside my window, and out there in the dusk

is the same landscape that was ravaged by the flood 21 years ago. In the twilight hours, it is

hard to discern the details marking the passage of two decades. It is hard to separate memory

from reality; my mind fills out all the blurry sections. At dusk, the field looks like an ice-covered

lake. You could almost believe that the flood is back.Simon Stålenhag, Kungsberga, February

2016DARK STAINSBusy as they were, wrapping presents and composing clever Christmas

rhymes, none of the inhabitants of Mälaröarna noticed the dark stains in the snow behind

Färentuna church. Nor did they see how they grew bigger and bigger after the second Sunday

of Advent. And no one had reacted to the strange sounds and rank smells rising from drains

and water faucets during the entire month of December, nor noticed how the Field Hat in

Sätuna had been encased in a strange sculpture of brown ice since before Christmas.But then

Christmas Eve came around. In the early morning hours, it became clear to most of the

inhabitants of northern Färingsö that Christmas of 1994 would go down in history for very

different reasons than the Christmas rhymes. Most households woke up to the fact that their

basements were being flooded by brown, ice-cold water.BODIES OF WATERIt was clear that it

was a leak from the innards of the Loop. It could not be rainwater: winter had come in early

December and the ground was already frozen. It was as if the enormous underground facility

had been flooded completely—every tunnel and chamber, and every tiny opening and duct

leading from the Loop was leaking water.Thinking back to that day, I mostly remember my own

elation about what had happened. I thought the whole thing was awesome and I ran around

the house, taking in every single detail of the mayhem. I was most interested in the basement

stairs that disappeared down into a luminescent, deep sea world, lit by the plastic string of

lights we had wrapped around the banister the previous day—lights that had miraculously

avoided shorting out. In the depths of the water in the basement, half-dissolved paper and

newspapers floated, as if gravity had been suspended.Mom stood in the hallway in her coat

and boots, with the phone wedged in between her ear and shoulder, screaming at someone

from emergency services while at the same time stuffing clothes into a bag. The day only got

better when the fire brigade’s corsair ship finally landed in our backyard, and firefighters

stomped in wearing boots and gas masks, and carrying axes.If I had known that it would be

three years before I saw my room again, I would probably not have felt that excited tingle when

the ship’s diesel engines lifted us above the water-soaked landscape.
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Diaries

Alex Vaccaro, “A nigh perfect retro futuristic art book, marred by a permanent "NOW AN

AMAZON ORIGINAL SERIES". Not much more to say. I'm a big fan of everything Simon

Stalenhag has put out over the last few years, as well as the Tales from the Loop RPG spin-off

from Fria Ligan. I even enjoyed the TV show.This book is the one that started it all, and it's

basically perfect: haunting, nostalgic yet sci-fi, bleak and inspiring... Solid flavor text to

accompany the gorgeous art prints.But it has a permanent, orange circle emblazoned on the

cover that reads "Now an Amazon original series prime video" with the studio amazon prime

logo. It's so ugly and incongruous with the rest of the piece that I'm considering returning the

book...”

Jerry, “good, but sparse. Excellent art and writing. But it left me with many questions. I have all

three of his works. Both Things From the Flood and Tales From the Loop are the same format.

They are just snapshots that indicate the general drift of the story, but leave a lot of tantalizing

gaps. The third work, The Electric State, is a more complete narrative, but still leaves a lot

unexplained. That was probably the author's intent, but leaves me sadly unfulfilled. I've seen

some of his art in other places that seems to belong in these books, but remains a complete

mystery.  I wish Stalenhag would produce expanded versions that give a total picture.”

Prea, “Beautiful, hard cover, edition - Love it.. Love Simon Stalenhag's art.I decided to support

the artist by buying this book, and the others in the series.For me, his art style has flavours of

high end shin-hanga Ukiyo-e.Nothing remotely similar in production, of course, however his

work triggers a lot of the same internal toggles of admiration of the technical skill and the

aesthetic appreciation of the beauty of art to me.05 September 2020”

bibliovore, “pervasive melancholy. beautiful artwork, growing up in an alternative Sweden, with

roaming robots , dinosaurs , machine plagues , divorced parents , and childhood sorrows. Text

kept to a bare minimum , explaining the story behind the pictures, and letting them speak for

themselves..”

Woody., “The Vagabonds book.. You may have been fortunate enough to have seen The Loop

on TV based on Simon Stålenhag's collection of paintings by the same name. Things From

The Flood is the follow up collection. This book contains excellent prints and dialogues that

take you into an exciting world.”

The book by Simon Stålenhag has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 637 people have provided feedback.
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